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Of all the dance spots in Honolulu, including the Hotels, 

dance halls, clubs, .etc., the Royal Hawaiian Hotel is considered 
the top spot for musicians. Atmosphere provided for tourist 
trade, the tourist trade itself and the hotel connections with 
the Matson Company, are all factors whtch tend to make the hoyal 
Hawaiian Hotel the top spot for musicians in Hawaii. 

I have chosen the Royal Hawaiian orchestra because they are 
recognized as the premier Hawaiian dance band here, as well as 
on the mainland. 

The orchestra consists of 14 members, who's ages are between 
23 and 40. The majority are below 30. Like most orchestras, 
the entire personnel of the band is made up of men. Again like 
most dance bands, it is mad p of different racial groups, the 
chief difference here being, too in Hawaii it includes a greater 
variety of racial color. A brief description of the personnel 
of the band follows. 

The first violin player is of Italian descent, in his late 
twenties, slender, of medium height, married to a mainland girl 
and has one child. Joined the band after finishing his contract 
at the Young Hotel. Been a musician for probably fifteen years. 
Is primarily a classical man. "(in the jargon of dance musicians 
he is known as a "legit" man.) However, jobs for classical men 
got rather scarce a few years back, and it was either take uo 
dance music or starve. So, Since even musicians must eat, he took 
up dance work. Aleo does arranging. 

The second violin player i' of Scotch descent short and 
stout, between the ages of 35 and 40, come s from the mainland, and 
married to a school teacher also from the mainland. Is strictly 
a "legit" man. Became leader of the Ro~al Hawaiian's some years 
ago and held hat position until the present leader took over. 
He has been a musician probably 20 years. 

The first trumpet man is in his late thitties, medium height, 
slender, married to a mainland girl and has two children. He is 
of Scotch descent, and originally from San Francisco. He accepted 
the job at the Rotel when he was paSSing thru on one of the 
passenger liners. Been a Musician Since he was in high school. 

The second trumpet player is of English descent, in his 
late twenties, medium height, slender, comes from the mainland and 
is married to an ex-stenographer also from the mainland. They 
have one child. Been a musician about twelve years. Also arranges. 

The 1st sax man is an all around man in the band. Sings, 
arranges, plays alto sax, baritone sax, clarinet, flute, plano ani 
guitar. Born in Hawaii, 25 years ago, tall, wel l built, heavy 
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set, of Hawaiian, Tahitian, English, Chinese · and Portuguese descent. 
This is a typical example of our Hawaiian born. Is married to a 
school teacher Who is also island born . Been a musician about 8 
years. 

His brother should be mentioned here. Also born in the islands, 
two years younger, tall, well built, heavy set also married to an 
ex-stenographer who was born in Hawaii. Has been a musician for 
about 8 years. Besides playing the steel guitar in the band and 
singing, he is undoubtedly the finest spanish guitar player in Hawaii 
today. The two young men are the only brothers in the band, and 
are extremely loyal to each other. They are also noted for the·r 
natural talent and ability. 

The second sax man plays tenor sax, clarinet and violin . Of 
6lav descent. His wif is also of Slav descent and is an e x-steno
grapher also from the mainland. Joined the band a,ter playing 
at the Pleasanton Hotel Iith Larry Bellis and His lirchestra. Is 
about six-feet tall and rather Slender. He is about 28 years 
of age. 

The third sax piayer is also Hawaiian born, of 10rwegian and 
Japanese descent, about 27 years of age, short and slender; 
married to a mainland girl and has one child. Plays alto sax, 
baritone sax, clarinet and sings. Joined band four month ago. 

The pianist is also Hawaiian born, part Hawaiian, 24 years 
old, married to an island girl also an ex-stenographer. Middle 
height and slender. las originally in band before the present 
leader took over. 

The bass player is under thirty, Hawaiian born, of Scand i 
navian descent (also Portuguese). Medium height, slender, married 
to an ex-stenographer from the mainland. Was originally i n the 
band before present leader took over. Also Sings. 

The guitar player is in his early thirties, Hawaiian born, 
descent, Hawaiian and (unknown), medium height, rather stout, 
weighs around 225 pounds. Married to an Hawaiian girl and is 
the father of ten children. He is also the featured Hawaiian 
singer. 

The drummer is also Hawaiian born, about 32 years of a 9'e, 
short and slender, married to an eX-Show girl from the ma i nland. 
He has lived most of his life on the mainland. Was already in . 
the band whe n the present leader took over. 

The reatured artiSt. o:C ~htl uo.nd 10 of IIo.woi'Q.Il. Ix-lg.h a~c:t
cent, tall and slightly stout, born in the states, married to an 
island girl, has four child re n and is about 35 years of a~e, 
possibly more. e l l known on the mainland and Hawaii, made 
numerous recordings, and is very popular. 
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The leader of the outfit hails from the mainland and is 
in his late thirties. Hi s racial descent is a matter of conjec
ture among the members of the band. Although he appears to be 
of Jewish descent, he is a staunch Roman Catholic. l, edium 
height, slender and is . rried to a mainland girl . They have one 
child. Also plays tr pet and does moat of the arranging. 

r his detailed study shows that the band is made up of young 
men. The dance business is a young man's Dob. Very few old 
men are in the dance business today, because a dance orchestra 
must reflect youth and vitality to be a success. Old men in the 
dance business are there because they have become famous for their 
type of music; then they are either composers or leaders, never 
pl~ers. any musicians make their money before old age, and much 
of this money is made writing dance tunes. 

Contrary to appearances, most musicians lead a perfectly 
normal life. They have a certain time to rest, a time for work, 
a time for plS3, etc, like any other normal men. Bere at the 
Royal Hawaiian, all of the members of the organization are married. 
All of ·their wives are from the middl class. Once married, 

most mUSicians usually stay married. The reason probably being 
that when they are single they travel so much and meet so many 
people, especially wom that when they do decide to get married 
they usually pick on a woman who ~ill be a steadying influence in 
their hectic and short careers. The entire orchestra members e~m 

. to be happily married. .Yrobably due to their romantic and demon-
strative temperaments. In conversing with some of the wives of the 

_ boys in the orchestra, I have found that, when sked how they liked 
being married to a musician, the usual answer was something like 
t his. "Its awful to be moving all around the country and ot 
knowing what job will come up next or where it will be, but who 
cares anyho~ when my husband is so loving and attentive." 

The job, it can be seen, has little to do with the physical 
make up of the individual. In the tioyal Hawaiian the racial 
nackground has mucn to do with determining the physical make 
up. e note that most of the members of Hawaiian descent are 
large. In fact they are referred to over the radio as. "800 
pounds of Hawaiian." . 

All of the members of the orchestra come from middle class 
families. All of them have graduated from High school and a few 
have gone thru college. Some have had one or two years of coll ege. 
Most of them were raised in urban communities, considering that 
Honol ulu ia urban in this resp ect. lfrom thls 11; can be Been that 
dance music for entertainment is one of the characteristics of 
an urban community. 

~ducation outside of music, has very little to de with the 
qualifications of a musician, except where one ~ntends to be a 
leader. The requirements of a musician in a dance band are: 
Good musicianship (for dance music), a clean cut appearance, a 
good temperament, and most important of 'all dependibility. 
Quoting the first sax player: "Dependibility is positively the 
most important requirement. No matter how good you are in any 
line of th~USiC game, if you aren't on the job sober and on time 
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you get kioked out. In the danoe game no one is ever so important 
and ffgood tT that he cannot be replaced. Just try and quit and see 
ijow fast some one is apPointed to your job." Thus we see the 
highly oommeroialized characteristio of the danoe business, typioal 
of an urban community. 

As far as getting to the top is concerned, let me again quote 
one of the Royal Hawaiians: "This raoket of getting to the top 
is 95 percent ffdrag ff and 5 percent good musicianship". They all 
stress the importance of making contacts. 

The leader's qualifications differ a great deal from the 
members of the organization . First of all he must be an average 
mUSician, he must be able to command respect from the rest of the 
band. Besides these things h is the contact man. He must be 
able to flatter, scheme and carter. He must be constantly on 
the alert for choiae spots. He must be a diplomat. He must be 
able to get along with every class of people, especially his 
employers. I observed the leader one nite after one of the dances . 
He spent about 2 hours after the dance, talking, shaking hands, 
holding ladies hands., and telling Jokes to the managers. His wife 
sat oalmly waiting in the lobby of the hotel for him. rrAren't you 
tired of waiting?" asked one of the musician's wives. "Yes·,1T she 
smiled and answered,"but he's still working. 1f His qualifications 
are those of a trader. The leader must ell himself and his band. 

The rest of the orchestra members never come in contact 
SOCially with their employers, that is, the people they play for. 

Working conditions are extremely satisfactory as far as 
working hours are concerned. ork usually starts from 8:30 P.M. 
and ends at 12 . They work every nite except Tuesday, which is 
their night off, and on Sunday nite, except for on~our of concert 
mUBic. There are rehearsals at least twice a week, held in the 
afternoons, for about 2 hours. However, the rehearsal days vary 
a good deal, thus making it almost impossible for the band members 
to hold any kind of a job during the day. However, many of them 
do minor jobs, like playing on sponsered radio programs, giving 
private lessons and arranging for other orchestras. There is a 
conSiderable amount of time for leisure. Some of the members have 
hobbies such as amateur radiO, fishing, and wood working. A few 
of the very ambitious ones spend much of their time practicing 
their instruments. 

The nature of the work itself is pleasant, including sur
roundings. Long intermissions, about twenty minutes out of each 
hour makes .the task a very light one. The only alternations of 
this work come when the orchestra plays an extra hour a week for 
the mainland broadcasts or on their nite o~f for some ball given 
by the hotel for benefit purposes. There is no extra pay for these 
extra jobs under the hotel. However, private parties after dances 
bring in a very fair sum ofaxtra money for the boys. The usual 
prioe for after dance parties is .f!'ive do.llars per man an hour. 
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The pay is average, compared to that of a middle class job. 
It can be compared to ~eacherts salaries, bank clerks, and skil ad 
laborer's salaries. However, considering th~ours of work put in, 
the return is considerally high compared to middle class jobs. 

1[0 member gets less than $35.00 a week. That being the lowest pay 
in the band. The main draw-back of this is that when illness 
occurs, a member is not paid during the period of illness. To 
quote one of the members: nWhen we play extra jobs for the hotel 
we don't get paid a cent extra, the hotel saying that we get paid 
by the week. However when one of us gets sick the hotel asserts 
that we are getting paid by the day and only for days we work." 
Despite this fact I think the rate of turn over is rather great 
considering the actual hours put into work. 

The personnel of the orchestra varies a great deal as far as 
far as dispositions are concerned. The entire band is very 
friendly towards eaoh other on one day and on the next, extremely 
hostile. Members will remain for hours after working hours to 
argue over some foolish subject that isn't worth an argument. Most 
often neither side knows the correct answer or cares. Aembers will 
part extremely angry with each other. ~hen the next morning all 
will be well again. When they ee each .other they .wil go ·to the 
trouble of shouting clear aoross the street at each other and have 
a regular "rag fest" with not a word mentioned of their nIght's 
bitter battle or even remembered. They are always complaining to 
their wives about the pay, the leader and the music they play. As 
one wife stated, IIThey are always kicking about what they do for 
ever and ever, and they have the nerve to oall what they do rlwork". 
I'd sure like to do what they do and bring home the money.TI 

The leader of the band is hired by the hotel. He comes down 
from the coast and takes over the band alread) here. However, 
it is his privelege to hire and fire members. Thus, there is tre 
feeling of insecurity that keeps members from speaking as freely · 
as they wish. And it is from this that the flstooge" has emerged. 
The~e are one or two members who are regarded as (in the mUSi
cians lingo) "Stooges!! ( 0 a mUSician there is no lower thing than 
a snake, no more odiferous thing than a skunk except a "stoege" 
(a tatteltale) by the other members of the outfit. They are 
notorious for carrying tales to the leader in order to get next 
to him. 

Most of the members are traders and creators. They make up 
their own songs or programs and then sell them to publishing 
houses. They are shrewd, though not very good usiness men. 
However, Ave r y musician is a born "chisiler" when it comes to 
buying or selling anything he has created or want as for instance 
a song he writes or composes or when he wishes to buy a certain 
instrument. 

In summing up their outstanding traits, I would state that 
they are in general, tempermental, forgiving shrewd, intelligent, 
extravagent generosity. Quote one of the wives: "Did you hear 
of the dollar and a half they gave to the little Japanese man who 
takes care of the lights at the Hotel? His son died and they wished 
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to make _a . colle c.t Lon of $25 .00 to gi va to him. Gee, we hardly 
know the fellow and they go donating $1.50 just like that. I 
should think that 50 cents from each fellow would have .been plenty. 
Its, give here and give there. They collect for the waiter, they 
collect as much as $2.50 a man for gifts f or the boss~ You would 
think they made a. heek of a lot of momay-.ll 

A musician thinks nothing of giving his last dollar to another 
mUS101an. They _borrow and lend freely to each other. They indulge 
in expensive luxuries for themselves. They do not hesitate to order' 
the very best in food, and buy the finest clothes. However, the 
wives they marry are usually just the opposite, and Since most of 
the husbands hand the entire pay check over to their wives, their 
extravagant indulgent nature .is curbed somewhat because of their 
lack of ready cash. 

I have already described the diplomacy and agreeable traits a 
leader must possess in order to be successful. 1 have pointed out 
that the leader in this orchestra is not selected by the members, 
but hired by the hotel. Most leaders decide to be leaders and go 
out and gather up a group , train them and then manage an orchestra. 
His main function is to see that his boys are working. He too 
possesses practically all the above traits of the rest of the 
members ..... The "easy oome easy goff attitude of · spending money is 
present in the leader too. He has a tendency to live beyond his; 
means. This is due to the social prestige that must be kept up in 
order to impress the people he plays for. I would say that the 
"easy come easy goff attitude of the musicians is due to the inse
curi ty of .. the .. ir type of employment. They are so often sub jected 
to hard times that being broke means so little to them. 

Q.~ot~ng one of the members: III had a hard time when I first 
came to Honolulu. I live~ on one can of beans a day, for weeks. 
I had no more money to spend. But I wouldn't write and ask my 
folks for money. I always told them that I ,had plenty and was 
getting along fine. Ii This idea of getting along without their 
parents help is solely so because most parents object to the line 
o~ work as dance music. They know of the insecurity and short 
number of yeara ih o~fers its following. Therefore, we have the 
objection of p~rents and the pride o~ the musicians. 

The dano~usician has developed a vocabulary that is distinctly 
their own in reggrd to their work. one would classify this 
vocabulary as musicians slang. Here are some of the outstanding 
phrases used: 

nanny goat vibrato.---•• used to deSignate a type of Singer with a 
very ~ast tremolo. 

corn--------------------music of the vintage of 1915 
fish horn---------------a' straight saxophone 
slip horn-------------~~a trombone . 
he oan't cut it---------he can't play his part 
gob stick---------------a clarinet 
jam---------------------to play what you feel 
daddy long hairs--------a concert musician in a dance bana 
faking------- ... ----------playing your own version of the song 
going to town-----------a corn expression for getting off 
sour puss---.. - ... ---------a musician without a sense of humor 
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The Royal Hawaiian Hotel orchestra has one outstanding 
superstition. The member who has been in the band for the long. 
est period, states that ever since he started, "picture takingfl 
has been a bad business. He states: nsome one gets fired eJlery
time we take a picture. Something goes wrong--the orchestra may 
lose its job. Then if one man is fired we can be sure of losing 
at least 2 more. Every time one man goes you may expect two more 
to go with him." 

Because the group is always changing and moving about, there 
are no chances for the development of any sort of culture or myths 
or legends. Again we note that the group as an organization is 
distinctly a city group. They lack magical performances .and 
ceremonies. The only simple ceremony oommon is the drinking of 
toasts to oelebrate when ever some good fortune befalls the band 
or one of its members. All of the tips the orohestra gets are put 
into what is called a "kittyn. When there is quite a bit of money 
in the "kitty" the boys either throw a party or buy drinks with it. 
A few of the Royal Hawaiians do not drink and instead of the drinks 
they receive the money. One member distinctly dislikes the taste 
of liquor or anything with liquor in it. 

The group ideal is good musioianship. Quoting one of the 
musioians: "We admire any fellow who can flcut itl! and play any
thing upside down." Members who arrange try to out do each other 
by produoing unique arrangements even if no extra pay is forth
coxping. These are usually the flnatural fl mu.sicians who play music 
especially because they love it. All of these musicians seem to 
cherish some fantastic dream of making a fortune before they are 
forty. The desire to make a huge sum of money with some hit tune, 
then expect to live very comfortably afterwards. Another objective 
is to gain recognition in some way. The Royal Hawaiians are trying 
to make a mainland trip so as to gain recognition and perhaps 
obtain better music jobs away. 

Very few musicians attend religious services of any kind. 
The only one that I noted who went to a church was the leader. 
He is a Catholic and goes to church every Sunday. He also partakes 
of communion--and goes to confession--things that are essential for 
a good catholic to do. Nearly all the rest of the group are not 
religious in any sense of the word, excepting where law and 
righteous living are concerned. In fact some of their views on 
religion and church are positively "radical. One of the members 
when asked what he thought about religion replied: "Religion is a 
racket worse than any racket ever produced in this world from the 
beginning of time. It is the only racket that did not suffer 
during the depression. 1 don't believe in going to any ohurch. 
I:f you l~ve right crvcry-1:ihine; will oomo 0111; o . k .• hu.t it' ynu 1 i"A 

wrong everything will come out wrong.fT This member judged right 
and wrong aocording to law and mores handed to him from his parents. 
Another member said, "Relig ion is the cause. of all wars, it has 
been the direct cause of all wars since time immemmorial. When 
religion is abolished the world may begin to have peace. n Still 
another: 111 go to church if my wife goes but thank goodness she 
feels sleepy in the morning too. Religion is o.k. if you have time 
for it." The above quotations express the views of the majority 
of the group on religion. On the other hand the wives are slightly 
more religious. A good number of them go to hurch. A few are 
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Catholics. However they don't seem to be troubled by the fact 
that their husbands do not go. 

The Royal Hawaiians are law abiding ei tizens. 'l'he outstanding 
faults among them are rrests for speeding, which are rare and bill 
collectors. 'l'here is tendency among the music ians to live beyond 
their means and a few of them have been forced into bankruptcy. 
Their attitude toward laws expressed in this statement: "You 
might as well pay I cause you cant t get away with it." They abide 
by the laws of their apartment houses and seem to make good tenants. 
'i'his is probf1bly so because they wouldn't have time for parties and 
other disturbances because they are out working almost every night, 
and sleep most of the day. 

Affairs of state , the new : deal, the president are much dis
cussed among the members of the band. They are interested in their 
country--are loyal--they like to read about it in the newspapers. 
They discuss almost everything from peeling brazil nuts to flying 
to ·the Moon and Mars . 

A good many of the Royal Hawaiians regarq their profession 
solely as a job and no more. Perhaps quoting one of the members 
will give a pretty good slant on their opinions and views • . "We 
work because. we want the "dough" and because we have to eat. All 
I'm interested in is the pay check at the end of every week ." 

Some of the other members have an at t itude something like 
this. uote--"Nothing is better than playing music in a good dance 
orchestra and in a good spot. f1 Still another-- "I'd rather play 
than dance anytime. I get a greater kick out of it." Still 
another states--"1 am going to make a lot of money and become a 
big shot some day. Then I'll show my folks how much I know about 
the music business." . 

The musicians seem to have a tolerant attitude towards sex an1 
scandal. They say very little about it. They do not make a member 
an outcast if he indulges in women chasing. As one member stated-
"Think nothing of it, if he chooses to enjoy himself that way its 
his business . II 

The vocation provides excitement, travel and the meeting of 
new people constantly. Although the Royal Hawaiians actually do 
not ~ra lel so very much as compared to other orchestras, most of 
t he mem ~ ers have done a great deal of traveling already . Some have 
traveled around the world, playing on a ship making the trip. Most 
of them have traveled thr.uout the United States. Thus we note that 
it is very easy for musicians to adjust themselves to new surround
ings and to make new friends. Most of the members at the Royal 
are tired of remaining here so long . They live in hopes that the 
rumor that they are to make a mainland tour, soon will come true. 

Thi profes ~on offers a great deal for prestige in the eyes 
of the public. Their artist Singer is well known thruout the 
mainland nd many of his records are sold there. Those who write 
tunes are also well known. The leader is known thru his now 
famous tune !'Hawaiian Paradise." It is played over radio stations 
throughout the country. His most famous tune is "Linger Awhile" 
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which he wrote in,conjunction with Fred Rose and Paul Whiteman 
a few years ago. Those who make money in the music game, make it 
while they are young enough to really enjoy ~pending 'it. 

He-wever, trle main draw baGk in th.is sort of work is t 'lls un~ , 
settled character of their home life. It does net pay a musician 
to ovm too many things. It is foolish for him to buy furniture 
or a home. The more he owns the more he haS to take along when he 
moves to another job. That is why most of them live in rented 
apartments of hOllses. The wives buy very little clothes. so as to 
save a lot of trouble when they move. Another qraw back is that 
since playing dance music is a YOung man's game, members who learn 
the game without having found their pot of gold, are unprepared for 
other types of work. The hours and returns of other jobs are 
difficult for a musician to adjust himself to. On the other hand, 
he may flatly refuse to adjust himself. However, they all realize 
that on~cannot hang on very much longer after the age of forty or 
so. Quoting one of the members--lTI am leaving the music business 
in a few years. My days are over. I haven't made my dough yet and 
its too late now. I'll go home and open a hot dog or hamburger 
joint. I might bu~e a little piece of land and settle down.1t 

Musicians who have children do not wish them to become 
musicians. one of the membe.rs stated-- l1My boy always says he is 
learning to play the clarinet so as to be a musician like me. I 
tell him, sure its o.k. to know how to play but if you don't knock 
their eyes out of their heads when you play or perform, then you 
better not be a mUSician, because then the only kind of a job you'll 
be able to get will be playing in small time Ttjoints". No; I tell 
my boy, you are going to be something else, maybe an engineer or a 
bUSiness man. H . Quoting one of the wives--~My Billy is not going 
to be a musiGian. One mUSician in the family is plenty. Hets 
going to De something bigger, maybe a doctor or a lawyer or most 
anything except a musician. fI 

Most of the wives envy women who live in their own homes, and 
who's husbands bring home a steady monthly salary year in and year 
out. One of them stated--"r sure would like to have my own home so 
I could fix it up real cute. I'd like to give tea parties and 
bring out fancy linen and silver. But what's the use of having 
anything nice when one has to lug it around to dumps allover the 
country. 1 hays 3 trunks full at nome in my fathers basement. I 
got tired of parking it around." Another stated--"I sure envy 
my girl friend. Her husband works in a bank and she can depend 
on his salary for a long time to come. I always worry about my 
hasband's orohestra losing their job. I wonder what we'd do 
next." 

The above views show the insecurity of a mUSicians job and 
constantly tend to disprganize the lives of most of them. 

Territory and county politics playa very unimportant part 
in the lives of mUSicians. Many of them do not even bother to 
vote .. , The general attitude is "Who cares, we may not be here 
next year any way." 
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The Royal Hawaiians all belong to the Musicians ocal Union 
except the featured singer who is not a musician. lI.J.any of them 
also belong to Unions on the mainland. The main purpose of the 
Union is to protect members from exploitation by their employers. 
The local Union dues are 20 dollars to join and 1.50 a quarter. 
Various unions thruout the country vary in the amounts paid as well 
as in dues. The Union 0perates like any other Labor unionrm the 
oountry. The members attitude towards the Union is passive. When 
asked what he thot of the local, one of the mUSicians said--"Oh, 
its o.k. only it isn't very effec t ive here in Hawaii. You have to 
keep your mouth shut if you want to keep yow:pob. tI 

0p,8 of the outstanding demands of the Union is that all members 
shall be paid the minimum quota per hour for all music as stated 
in the rules and regulations. Also a mUSician must have 2 weeks 
notice with pay before he can be dismissed on any job. The local 
Union has been effective in this last demand. 

Some of the Royal Hawaiians belong to the Musicians Cooper
ative ssooia.tion-.. " It is usually oalled the MCA. This association 
has its following throughout the mainland. Its purpose is to secure 
jobs for its members. However, after joining, even if one gets his 
own job, he has to aig up ten per cent of his salary every month 
and hand it over to the MCA. The attitude of the mUSicians towards 
this association is one of extreme bitterness. Here are stateme~s 
gathered from some of the musicians in regard to the CA. "Its 
a chiseling as ociation." TIlts a graft." "Somebody is making a 
heck a lot of dough and making the poor suc rs pay. You pay ten 
percent n~atter how little you make. "The e a bunch of crooks 
sitting back on their tails and making a lot of jack while ~e 
poor suckers have to fork over a percent of our wages. tt 

There are a few assooiations who aotually help the mUSician 
make a good bit of money with a very small oompensation. The 
leader belongs to one, the ASCAP. "The Amerioan SOCiety of Authors, 
Composers, and Publishers. only mUSicians who have written hit tunes 
may beoome members. Its purpose is to proteot the song writer from 

having his . tunes infringed upon. It also sees that its members 
get just compensation for the rights to use their or his compositions. 
The dues are ten dollars a year. Although thi may seem rather 
high, there are members who receive from the A CAP compensation 
as high as 15,000 dollars a year. 

The members of the Royal Hawaiian orchestra usually spend their 
nights off with their wives usually at a show. Sometimes they all 
go to tIle Young Ho l.eJ.. Roo!' and have a dancine;, po.r1:iy. Tho oon..,.o1'
sation of the men usually tends towards a criticism of the orches
tra then playing. They pick the band to pieces, or they paise 
and compare them with themselves or other members of their ' own 
band. They also tear off to a show every Sunday nite, after their 
usual Sunday nite concert at the -oana Hotel. 

The usicians as a group have few outSide social contacts 
besides their kinship groups. They work and play together. Once 
in a great while the hotel gives them a party or a dinner. These 
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~casions are very enjoyable to the members, However they are 
suspicious of all favors bestowed on them by the hotel. They seem 
to smell a rat, usually being that they have to play some extra 
Job on their nite off or something. 

When they entertain at dinner they usually entertain s ome 
other member in their group. 

They all spend a great deal of time at the beach, surting, 
swimming, and getting tanned. 


